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Abstract
The Morse-Smale omplex is an important tool for
global topologial analysis in various problems of
omputational geometry and topology. Algorithms
for Morse-Smale omplexes have been presented in
ase of pieewise linear manifolds [11℄. However,
previous researh in this eld is inomplete in the
ase of smooth funtions. In the urrent paper we
address the following question: Given an arbitrar-
ily omplex Morse-Smale system on a planar do-
main, is it possible to ompute its ertied (topolog-
ially orret) Morse-Smale omplex? Towards this,
we develop an algorithm using interval arithmeti
to ompute ertied ritial points and separatries
forming the Morse-Smale omplexes of smooth fun-
tions on bounded planar domain. Our algorithm an
also ompute geometrially lose Morse-Smale om-
plexes.
keyword Morse-Smale Complex, Certied Compu-
tation, Interval Arithmeti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1 Introduction
Geometrial shapes ourring in the real world are
often extremely omplex. To analyze them, one as-
soiates a suÆiently smooth salar eld with the
shape, e.g., a density funtion or a funtion interpo-
lating gray values. Using this funtion, topologial
and geometrial information about the shape may
be extrated, e.g., by omputing its Morse-Smale
omplex. The ells of this omplex are maximal
onneted sets onsisting of orthogonal trajetories
of the ontour lines|urves of steepest asent|with
the same ritial point of the funtion as origin and
the same ritial point as destination. The leftmost
plots in Figures 1(a) and 1(b) illustrate the level sets
of suh a density funtion h, and the rightmost pi-
tures the Morse-Smale omplex of h as omputed
by the algorithm in this paper. This omplex re-
veals the global topology of the shape. Reently, the
Morse-Smale omplex has been suessfully applied
in dierent areas like moleular shape analysis, image
analysis, data and vetor eld simpliation, visual-
ization and detetion of voids and lusters in galaxy
distributions [6, 13℄.
1.1 Problem statement
A Morse funtion h : R2 → R is a real-valued fun-
tion with non-degenerate ritial points (i.e., rit-
ial points with non-singular Hessian matrix). Non-
degenerate ritial points are isolated, and are either
1
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(a) Contour plot (left) and Morse-Smale omplex (right)
of h(x, y) = os x siny + 0.2 (x + y) inside box [−3.5, 3.5] ×
[−3.5, 3.5]. CPU-time: 11 seonds.
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(b) Contour plot (left) and Morse-Smale Complex (right)
of h(x, y) = 10x − 13
2
(x2 + y2) + 1
3
(x2 + y2)2 inside box
[−5, 5]× [−5, 5]. CPU-time: 0.5 seonds.
Figure 1: Contour plots of Morse-Smale funtions,
and their Morse-Smale omplexes.
maxima, or minima, or saddle points. They orre-
spond to singular points of the gradient vetor eld
∇h of h, of type sink, soure or saddle, respetively.
Regular integral urves of the gradient vetor eld
∇h are orthogonal trajetories of the regular level
urves of h. We are interested in the onguration
of integral urves of the gradient vetor eld. An
unstable (stable) separatrix of a saddle point is the
set of all regular points whose forward (bakward)
integral urve emerges from the saddle point. Se-
tion 2 ontains a more preise denition. A non-
degenerate saddle point has two stable and two un-
stable separatries. A Morse-Smale funtion is a
Morse funtion whose stable and unstable separatri-
es are disjoint. In partiular, the unstable separa-
tries ow into a sink, and separate the unstable re-
gions of two soures. Similarly, the stable separatri-
es emerge from a soure, and separate the stable re-
gions of two sinks. The orresponding gradient vetor
eld is alled a Morse-Smale system (MS-system).
The Morse-Smale omplex (MS-omplex for short)
is a omplex onsisting of all singularities, separatri-
es and the open regions forming their omplement,
of the MS-system. In other words, a ell of the MS-
omplex is a maximal onneted subset of the domain
of h onsisting of points whose integral urves have
the same origin and destination. See also [10, 11, 22℄
and Setion 2. The MS-omplex desribes the global
struture of a Morse-Smale funtion.
Existing algorithms for MS-omplexes [10, 11℄
ompute the omplex of a pieewise linear funtion
on a pieewise linear manifold, or, in other words, of
a disrete gradient-like vetor eld. When h is an an-
alyti funtion, we annot use these algorithms with-
out rst reating a pieewise linear approximation h˜.
However, the MS-omplex of h˜ is not guaranteed to
be ombinatorially equivalent to the MS-omplex of
the smooth vetor eld. The topologial orretness
depends on how lose the approximation h˜ is to h.
Here \topologial orretness" of the omputed MS-
omplex M˜ means that there is a homeomorphism f
of the domain that indues a homeomorphismof eah
ell c˜ ∈ M˜ to a ell c ∈M where M is the true MS-
omplex, and, moreover, this indued map c˜ 7→ c is
an isomorphism of M˜ andM. An isomorphism of two
MS-omplexes preserves the types of ells and their
inidene relations. We an also require f to be an
ε-homeomorphism for some speied ε > 0, i.e., the
distane of a point and its f-image does not exeed
ε. As far as we know this problem has never been
rigorously studied. Therefore, the main problem of
this paper is to ompute a pieewise-linear om-
plex that is ε-homeomorphi to the MS-omplex
of a smooth Morse-Smale funtion h. In short, we
seek an exat omputation in the sense of the Ex-
at Geometri Computation (EGC) paradigm [17℄.
Note that it is unlear whether many fundamental
problems from analysis are exatly omputable in the
EGC sense. In partiular, the urrent state-of-the-art
in EGC does not (yet) provide a good approah for
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oping with degenerate situations, and, in fat, this
paradigm needs to be extended to inorporate degen-
eraies. Therefore, we have to assume that the gra-
dients we start out with are Morse-Smale systems.
However, generi gradients are Morse-Smale sys-
tems [22℄, so the presene of degenerate singularities
and of saddle-saddle onnetions is exeptional. Note
that in restrited ontexts, like the lass of polyno-
mial funtions, absene of degenerate ritial points
(the rst, and loal, Morse-Smale ondition) an be
deteted. However, even (most) polynomial gradient
systems annot be integrated expliitly, so absene
of saddle-saddle onnetions (the seond, and global,
Morse-Smale ondition) annot be deteted with ur-
rent approahes. Deteting suh onnetions even in
a restrited ontext remains a hallenging open prob-
lem.
1.2 Our contribution
We present an algorithm for omputing suh a er-
tied approximation of the MS-omplex of a given
smooth Morse-Smale funtion on the plane, as illus-
trated in Figures 1(a)-(b). In partiular, the algo-
rithm produes:
 (arbitrarily small) isolated ertied boxes eah
ontaining a unique saddle, soure or sink;
 ertied initial and terminal intervals (on the
boundary of saddleboxes), eah of whih is guar-
anteed to ontain a unique point orresponding
to a stable or unstable separatrix;
 disjoint ertied funnels (strips) around eah
separatrix, eah of whih ontains exatly one
separatrix and an be as lose to the separatrix
as desired.
Note. The urrent version is an extensive elabora-
tion of our previous paper [7℄ by inorporating all the
theoretial results neessary to establish our method
of ertied Morse-Smale omplex omputation. The
aim in [7℄ was more on providing an water-tight algo-
rithm; however, the sope of showing all the theoret-
ial details was limited. We omplete that analysis
part in the urrent extensive version. In Setion 3,
under ertied ritial-box omputation, we provide
the details of the relevant lemmas whih were miss-
ing in [7℄. In Setion 4, we establish rigorous theoret-
ial foundations for rening the saddle-, soure- and
sink boxes that are used in omputing the initial and
terminating intervals of the stable and unstable sep-
aratries. All the theoretial results in this setion
are new additions to the urrent version. The nal
method setion (Setion 5) for the omputation of
disjoint ertied funnels (strips) is now restrutured
into three subsetions, eah ompletes the relevant
theoretial and algorithmi analysis.
1.3 Overview
Setion 2 starts with a brief review of Morse-Smale
systems, their singular points and their invariant
manifolds. We also reall the basis of Interval Arith-
meti, the omputational ontext whih provides us
with the neessary ertied methods. The onstru-
tion of the Morse-Smale omplex of a gradient sys-
tem ∇h onsists of two main steps: onstruting dis-
joint ertied boxes for its singular points, and on-
struting disjoint ertied strips (funnels) enlosing
its separatries. Singular points of the gradient sys-
tem are omputed by solving the system of equations
hx(x, y) = 0, hy(x, y) = 0. This is a speial instane
of the more general problem of solving a generi sys-
tem of two equations f(x, y) = 0, g(x, y) = 0. Generi
means that the Jaobi matrix at any solution is non-
singular, or, geometrially speaking, that the two
urves f = 0 and g = 0 interset transversally. In our
ontext, this generiity ondition redues to the fat
that at singular points of the gradient∇h the Hessian
matrix is non-singular. Setion 3 presents a method
to ompute disjoint isolating boxes for all solutions
of suh generi systems of two equations in two un-
knowns. This method yields disjoint isolating boxes
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for the singular points of the gradient system. In Se-
tion 4 these boxes are rened further. Saddle-boxes
are augmented with four disjoint intervals in their
boundary, one for eah intersetion of the boundary
with the stable and unstable separatries of the en-
losed saddle point. We also show that these inter-
vals an be made arbitrarily small, whih is ruial in
the seond stage of the algorithm. Sink- and soure-
boxes are rened by omputing boxes|not neessar-
ily axis-aligned|around the sink or soure on the
boundaries of whih the gradient system is transver-
sal (pointing into the sink-box and out of the soure-
box). This implies that all integral urves reahing
(emerging from) suh a rened sink-box (soure-box)
lie inside this box beyond (before) the point of inter-
setion.
Setion 5 desribes the seond stage of the algo-
rithm, in whih isolating strips (funnels) for the sta-
ble and unstable separatries are onstruted. The
boundary urves of funnels enlosing an unstable sep-
aratrix are polylines with initial point on a saddle box
and terminal point on a sink box. The gradient ve-
tor eld is transversally pointing inward at eah point
of these polylines. The initial points of the polylines
are onneted by the unstable interval through whih
the separatrix leaves its saddle box, and, hene, en-
ters the funnel. The terminal points of these poly-
lines lie on the boundary of the same sink-box. See
also Figure 14. Given this diretion of the gradient
system on the boundary of the funnel, the unstable
separatrix enters the sink-box and tends to the en-
losed sink, whih is its ω-limit. Although the width
of the funnel may grow exponentially in the distane
from the saddle-box, this growth is ontrolled. We
exploit the omputable (although very onservative)
upper bound on this growth rate to obtain funnels
that isolate separatries from eah other, and, hene,
form a good approximation of the Morse-Smale om-
plex together with the soure- and sink-boxes. These
upper bounds are also used to prove that the algo-
rithm, whih may need several subdivision steps, ter-
minates.
We have implemented this algorithm, using Inter-
val Arithmeti. Setion 6 presents sample output of
our algorithm. A ontains guaranteed error bounds
for the Euler method for solving ordinary dierential
equations, and B skethes a method for narrowing
the separatrix intervals in the boundaries of the sad-
dle boxes.
1.4 Related Work
Milnor [20℄ provides a basi set-up for Morse the-
ory. The survey paper [5℄, fousing on geometrial-
topologial properties of real funtions, gives an ex-
ellent overview of reent works on MS-omplexes.
Originally, Morse theory was developed for smooth
funtions on smooth manifolds. Banho [4℄ intro-
dued the equivalent denition of ritial points on
polyhedral surfaes. Many of the reent develop-
ments on MS-omplexes are based on this denition.
A ompletely dierent disrete version of Morse the-
ory is provided by Forman [12℄.
Different methods for computation. In the lit-
erature there are two dierent method for omput-
ing the Morse-Smale omplexes: (a) boundary based
approahes and (b) region based approahes. Bound-
ary based methods ompute boundaries of the ells of
the MS-omplex, i.e., the integral urves onneting
a saddle to a soure, or a saddle to a sink [28, 3, 11℄.
On the other hand, watershed algorithms for im-
age segmentation are onsidered as region based ap-
proahes [19℄. Edelsbrunner et.al [11℄ omputes the
Morse-Smale omplex of pieewise linear manifolds
using a paradigm alled Simulation of Dierentia-
bility. In higher dimensions they give an algorithm
for omputing Morse Smale omplexes of pieewise
linear 3-manifolds [10℄.
Morse-Smale omplexes have also been applied in
shape analysis and data simpliation. Computing
MS-omplexes is strongly related to vetor eld visu-
alization [14℄. In a similar ontext, designing vetor
elds on surfaes has been studied for many graph-
is appliations [30℄. Cazals et.al. [6℄ applied disrete
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Morse theory to moleular shape analysis.
This paper ontributes to the emerging area of
Exat Numerial Algorithms for geometri problems
[29℄. Reent algorithms of this genre (e.g., [23, 18℄)
are numerial subdivision algorithms based on inter-
val funtion evaluation and sign evaluation.
2 Preliminaries
In this setion we briey review the neessary math-
ematial bakground on Morse funtions, Morse-
Smale systems, their singular points and their invari-
ant manifolds. We also reall the basis of our om-
putational model and Interval Arithmeti whih are
neessary for our ertied omputation algorithm.
2.1 Mathematical Background
Morse functions. A funtion h : D ⊂ R2 → R
is alled a Morse funtion if all its ritial points
are non-degenerate. The Morse lemma [20℄ states
that near a non-degenerate ritial point a it is pos-
sible to hoose loal o-ordinates x, y in whih h is
expressed as h(x, y) = h(a) ± x2 ± y2. Existene of
these loal o-ordinates implies that non-degenerate
ritial points are isolated. The number of minus
signs is alled the index ih(a) of h at a. Thus a
two variable Morse funtion has three types of non-
degenerate ritial points: minima (index 0), saddles
(index 1) and maxima (index 2).
Integral curves. An integral urve x : I ⊂ R → D
passing through a point p0 on D is a unique maximal
urve satisfying: _x(t) = ∇h(x(t)), x(0) = p0, for
all t in the interval I. Integral urves orresponding
to the gradient vetor eld of a smooth funtion h :
D → R have the following properties:
1. Two integral urves are either disjoint or same.
2. The integral urves over all the points of D.
3. The integral urves of the gradient vetor eld of
h form a partition of D.
4. The integral urve x(t) through a ritial point p0
of h is the onstant urve x(t) = p0.
5. The integral urve x(t) through a regular point
p of h is injetive, and if lim
t→∞
x(t) or lim
t→−∞
x(t)
exists, it is a ritial point of h. This implies inte-
gral urves orresponding to gradient vetor eld are
never losed urves.
6. The funtion h is stritly inreasing along the in-
tegral urve of a regular point of h.
7. Integral urves are perpendiular to the regular
level sets of h.
Stable and unstable manifolds. Consider the in-
tegral urve x(t) passing through a point p. If the
limit lim
t→∞
x(t) exists, it is alled theω-limit of p and
is denoted by ω(p). Similarly, lim
t→−∞
x(t) is alled
the α-limit of p and is denoted by α(p) { again pro-
vided this limit exists. The stable manifold of a sin-
gular point p is the set Ws(p) = {q ∈ D | ω(q) = p}.
Similarly, the unstable manifold of a singular point
p is the set Wu(p) = {q ∈ D | α(q) = p}. Here we
note that both Ws(p) and Wu(p) ontain the singu-
lar point p itself [15℄.
Now, the stable and unstable manifolds of a saddle
point are 1-dimensional manifolds. A stable manifold
of a saddle point onsists of two integral urves on-
verging to the saddle point. Eah of these integral
urves (not inluding the saddle point) are alled the
stable separatries of the saddle point. Similarly, an
unstable manifold of a saddle point onsists of two
integral urves diverging from the saddle point and
eah of these integral urves (not inluding the sad-
dle point) are alled the unstable separatries of the
saddle point.
The Morse-Smale complex. A Morse funtion on
D is alled a Morse-Smale (MS) funtion if its stable
and unstable separatries are disjoint. In partiular,
a Morse-Smale funtion on a two-dimensional domain
has no integral urve onneting two saddle points,
sine in that ase a stable separatrix of one of the
saddle points would oinide with an unstable sep-
aratrix of the other saddle point. The MS-omplex
assoiated with a MS-funtion h on D is the subdi-
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Figure 2: Morse-Smale omplex
vision of D formed by the onneted omponents of
the intersetions Ws(p) ∩Wu(q), where p, q range
over all singular points of h. If D = R2, then, a-
ording to the Quadrangle Lemma [11℄, eah region
of the MS-omplex is a quadrangle with verties of
index 0, 1, 2, 1, in this order around the region.
Stability of equilibrium points. We note that a
gradient vetor eld of a MS-funtion h : D → R
an have three kinds of equilibria or singular points,
namely, sinks (orresponding to maxima of h), sad-
dles (saddles of h) and soures (orresponding to
minima of h). These singular points an be distin-
guished based on the loal behavior of the integral
urves around those points. Loally, a sink has a
neighborhood, whih is a stable 2-manifold. Simi-
larly, loally a soure has a neighborhood, whih is
an unstable 2-manifold. Loally, a saddle has a sta-
ble 1-manifold and an unstable 1-manifold rossing
eah other at the saddle point. A sink is alled a sta-
ble equilibrium point, where as a soure or a saddle
is alled unstable equilibrium point. We note that,
a soure orresponding to a MS-funtion h is a sink
orresponding to the funtion −h.
2.2 Computational Model
Our omputational model has two simple founda-
tions: (1) BigFloat pakages and (2) interval arith-
meti (IA) [21℄. Together, these are able to deliver ef-
ient and guaranteed results in the implementation
of our algorithms. A BigFloat pakage is a software
implementation of exat ring (+,−,×) operations,
division by 2, and exat omparisons, over the set
F = {m2n : m,n ∈ Z} of dyadi numbers. In pra-
tie, we an use IEEE mahine arithmeti as a lter
for BigFloat omputation to speed up many ompu-
tation. Range funtions form a basi tool of IA:
given any funtion F : Rm → Rn, a range funtion
F for F omputes for eah m- dimensional interval
I (i.e., an m-box) an n-dimensional interval F(I),
suh that F(I) ⊂ F(I). A range funtion is said to
be onvergent if the diameter of the output interval
onverges to 0 when the diameter of the input interval
shrinks to 0. Convergent range funtions exist for the
basi operators and funtions, so all range funtions
are assumed to be onvergent. Moreover, we assume
that the sign of funtions an be evaluated exatly
at dyadi numbers. All our boxes are dyadi boxes,
meaning that their orners have dyadi oordinates.
Interval implicit function theorem. To intro-
due a useful tool from IA, we reall some notation
for interval matries. An n×n interval matrix M
is dened as
M = {M|Mij ∈ Mij, i, j ∈ {1 . . . n}}
Also note that we write
0 /∈ det M
if there exists no matrixM ∈ M suh that detM =
0 where det represents the determinant of the orre-
sponding matrix.
If I = Ix × Iy is a 2D-interval (box) in R2, the
interval Jaobian determinant
∂(f,g)
∂(x,y)
is the 2× 2
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interval determinant given by
∂(f, g)
∂(x, y)
(I) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂f
∂x
(I)
∂f
∂y
(I)
∂g
∂x
(I)
∂g
∂y
(I)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Proposition 2.1. (Interval Implicit Function
Theorem, Snyder [26, 27]) Let F : R×R→ R be
a C1-map with omponents f and g. If I ⊂ R× R
is a box for whih 0 /∈ ∂(f,g)
∂(x,y)
(I), then the system
f(x, y) = 0, g(x, y) = 0 has at most one solution
in I.
Remark 2.1. In this paper, the domain D of h is
a nite union of axis-aligned dyadi boxes. Further-
more, we (have to) assume that all stable and unsta-
ble separatries of the saddle points are transversal to
the boundary. Computationally this means that any
suÆiently lose approximation of these separatries
is transversal to the boundary as well. ✷
3 Isolating boxes for singulari-
ties of gradient fields
As a rst step towards the onstrution of the Morse-
Smale omplex of h we onstrut disjoint isolating
boxes for the singular points of ∇h. To this end, we
rst show how to ompute isolating boxes for the so-
lutions of a generi system of two equations in two
unknowns, whih are onned to a bounded domain
in the plane. This domain is a nite union of dyadi
boxes. Applying this general method to the ase in
whih the two equations are dened by the ompo-
nents of the gradient vetor eld ∇h we obtain iso-
lating boxes for the singularities of this gradient eld.
3.1 Certified solutions of systems of
equations
We onsider a system of equations
f(x, y) = 0, g(x, y) = 0, (1)
where f and g are C1-funtions dened on a bounded
axisparallel box D ⊂ R2 with dyadi verties. Fur-
thermore, we assume that the system has only non-
degenerate solutions, i.e., the Jaobian determinant
is non-zero at a solution. In other words,
∂(f, g)
∂(x, y)
∣∣∣∣
(x0,y0)
6= 0 (2)
for (x0, y0) satisfying (1). Geometrially, this means
that the urves given by f(x, y) = 0 and g(x, y) = 0
are regular near a point of intersetion (x0, y0) and
the intersetion is transversal. We will denote these
urves by Zf and Zg, respetively. Note that this
ondition is satised by Morse-Smale systems, sine
in that ase f = hx and g = hy, so the Jaobian
determinant is preisely the Hessian determinant.
Sine the domain D of f and g is ompat and we
assume (2), the system (1) has nitely many solutions
in D. Our goal is to onstrut a olletion of axis-
aligned boxes B1, . . . ,Bm and B
′
1, . . . ,B
′
m suh that
(i) box Bi is onentri with and stritly ontained in
B ′i, (ii) the boxes B
′
i are disjoint, (iii) eah solution
of (1) is ontained in one of the boxes Bi, and (iv)
eah box B ′i ontains exatly one solution (ontained
inside the enlosed box Bi). The box pair (Bi,B
′
i)
is ertied : Bi ontains a solution, and B
′
i provides
positive learane to other solutions. In fat, the se-
quene of boxes will satisfy the following stronger
onditions; See also Figure 3.
1. The urves Zf and Zg eah interset the bound-
ary of B
′
i transversally in two points.
2. There are disjoint intervals I0i (f), I
0
i (g), I
1
i (f)
and I1i (g) in the boundary of B
′
i (in this order),
where the rst and the third interval eah on-
tain one point of intersetion of Zf and ∂B
′
i , and
the seond and fourth interval eah ontain one
point of intersetion of Zg and ∂B
′
i.
3. The (interval) Jaobian determinant of f and g
does not vanish on B
′
i , i.e.,
0 6∈ ✷ ∂(f, g)
∂(x, y)
(B
′
i).
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′
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i.
The urves Zf and Zg interset inside B
′
i i these
intervals are interleaved.
3.2 Construction of certified box pairs
We rst subdivide the domain D into equal-sized
boxes I (alled grid-boxes), until all boxes satisfy er-
tain onditions to be introdued now. For a (square,
axis-aligned) box I, let Nρ(I) be the box obtained
by multiplying box I from its enter by a fator of
1 + ρ, where 1
2
≤ ρ ≤ 1. We also denote N1(I) by
N(I); this is the box formed by the union of I and
its eight neighbor grid-boxes. We shall all N(I) the
surrounding box of I. The algorithm subdivides D
until all grid-boxes I satisfy C0(I)∨
(
C1(I)∧C2(I)
)
,
where the lauses Ci(I), i = 0, 1, 2, are the following
prediates:
C0(I) : 0 6∈ ✷f(I)∨ 0 6∈ ✷g(I)
C1(I) : 0 6∈ ✷ ∂(f, g)
∂(x, y)
(N(I))
C2(I) : C2(I, f)∧C2(I, g),
where
C2(I, f) = 〈 ∇f
||∇f ||(N(I)),
∇f
||∇f ||(N(I))〉 ≥ os
pi
30
.
If C0(I) holds, box I does not ontain a solution,
so it is disarded. The seond prediate guarantees
that N(I) ontains at most one solution. This is a
onsequene of Interval Impliit Funtion Theorem
[25, 24℄. Condition C2(I) is a small angle variation
ondition, guaranteeing that the variation of the unit
normals of the urves Zf∩N(I) and Zg∩N(I) do not
vary too muh, so these urves are regular, and even
`nearly linear' (the unit normal of Zf is the normal-
ized gradient of f). Here 〈·, ·〉 denotes the interval
version of the standard inner produt on R2. The
lower bound for the angle variation of ∇f is gener-
ated by the proof of Lemma 3.2.
Remark 3.1. Condition C1(I) implies that there is
a omputable positive lower bound α(I) on the an-
gle between ∇f(p) and ∇g(q) where p, q range over
the surrounding box of I. More preisely, to om-
pute α(I), we rst ompute a lower bound L on the
quantity
∂(f,g)
∂(x,y)
1
‖∇f‖·‖∇g‖ . This L may be obtained
by an interval evaluation of this quantity at N(I);
note that L > 0 i ondition C1(I) holds. We dene
α(I) as arsin(L). ✷
Our algorithm will onstrut disjoint ertied
boxes surrounding a box I. As observed earlier, the
surrounding boxes N(I) and N(J) of disjoint boxes
I and J may interset. Sine our algorithm will on-
strut disjoint ertied boxes surrounding a box I, its
surrounding box should be smaller than the boxN(I).
To ahieve this, note Nρ(I) be the box obtained by
multiplying box I from its enter by a fator of 1+ρ,
where
1
2
≤ ρ ≤ 1. In partiular, N(I) = N1(I). If
N(J)∩ I = ∅, then N1/2(I) and N1/2(J) have disjoint
interiors. This is a key observation with regard to
the orretness of our algorithm.
Lemma 3.2. Let I be a box suh that onditions
¬C0(I), C1(I), and C2(I) hold. Let d be the length
of its edges, and let
1
2
≤ ρ ≤ 1.
1. If Zf intersets I, it intersets the boundary
of Nρ(I) transversally at exatly two points. At a
point of intersetion of Zf and an edge e of ∂Nρ(I)
the angle between Zf and e is at least
1
15
pi.
2. If I ontains a point of intersetion of Zf and
Zg, then the points of intersetion of Zf and
∂Nρ(I) are at distane at least 2ρd tan
1
2
α(I) from
the points of intersetion of Zg and ∂Nρ(I). On
8
∂Nρ(I), the points of intersetion with Zf and with
Zg are alternating.
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Figure 4: Lower bound on angle of intersetion of Zf
and the boundary of the surrounding box Nρ(I) in
ase Zf intersets I.
Proof. 1. Assume that Zf intersets a vertial edge of
∂Nρ(I) at q. Let p be a point on Zf∩I. See Figure 4.
Then there is a point s on the urve segment pq at
whih the gradient of f is perpendiular to this line
segment pq. Let β be the (smallest) angle between
∇f(s) and the horizontal diretion. Referring to the
rightmost piture in Figure 4, we see that this angle
is not less than ∠pqr = 1
2
pi−∠qpr. Sine ||q−p || =
d
√
1+ 2ρ + 2ρ2, it follows that
β ≥ pi
2
− aros
ρ√
1+ 2ρ+ 2ρ2
>
pi
10
,
where the last inequality holds sine
1
2
≤ ρ ≤ 1.
Sine ondition C2(N(I), f) holds, the angle between
the gradients of f at s and q is less than pi
30
. There-
fore, the angle between Zf and the vertial edge of
∂Nρ(I) at q is at least
pi
10
− pi
30
= pi
15
.
2. Let p ∈ I be the point of intersetion of Zf and
Zg. Suppose Zf and Zg interset the vertial edge e
of ∂Nρ(I) in q and r, respetively. Then there is a
point s on Zf between p and q at whih the gradient
of f is perpendiular to pq, and there is a point on
Zg between p and r at whih the gradient of g is
perpendiular to pr. Let α(I) be the lower bound on
the angle between∇f(p) and∇g(q) where p, q range
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Figure 5: A lower bound for the distane between
points of Zf and Zg on the boundary of Nρ(I).
over the box I. See Figure 5, where α ≥ α(I). For
xed α, the distane between q and r is minimal if
the projetion p of p on the edge e is the midpoint of
qr, in whih ase || r− q || = 2||p− p || tan 1
2
α. Sine
||p− p || ≥ ρd and α ≥ α(I), the distane between q
and r is at least 2ρd tan 1
2
α(I).
The following result gives an estimate on the posi-
tion of the points at whih Zf intersets the boundary
of the surrounding box of I in ase Zf intersets an
edge of ∂I in at least two points. For an edge e of the
inner box I let l and r be the points of intersetion
of the line through e and the edges of the surround-
ing box Nρ(I), perpendiular to e. See also Figure 6.
The dyadi intervals on the boundary of this sur-
rounding box with length at most
2√
3
(1 + ρ)d, en-
tered at l and r, respetively, are denoted by Lρ(e)
and Rρ(e), where d is the length of the edges of I,
and
1
2
≤ ρ ≤ 1. Here, we note that in the follwing
lemma 3.3 intervals Lρ(e) and Rρ(e) an be made
orresponding dyadi intervals by replaing its real
endpoints with suitable onservative dyadi numbers
satisfying the onditions of the lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let I be a box suh that ¬C0(I), C1(I)
and C2(I) hold, and let e be one of its edges. Let
1
2
≤ ρ ≤ 1.
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1. If Zf intersets an edge e of the boundary of
I in at least two points, then it transversally
intersets ∂Nρ(I) in exatly two points, one in
eah of the dyadi intervals Lρ(e) and Rρ(e).
2. If Zf intersets ∂Nρ(I) in the dyadi inter-
vals Lρ(e) and Rρ(e), then these intersetions
are transversal, and Zf intersets ∂Nρ(I) at
exatly two points, one in eah of these in-
tervals.
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Figure 6: Intervals ontaining points Zf ∩ ∂Nρ(I).
Proof. 1. There is a point on Zf between the points
of intersetion with e at whih the gradient of f is
perpendiular to e. See Figure 6. The small nor-
mal variation ondition C2(N(I), f) implies that Zf
does not interset any of the two edges of ∂Nρ(I)
parallel to e, and that it intersets eah of the edges
of ∂Nρ(I) perpendiular to e transversally in exatly
one point. Let q be the point of intersetion with
the edge ontaining r. Then there is a point on Zf at
whih the gradient of f is perpendiular to the line
segment pq. Sine the angle between the gradients
of f at two points of Nρ(I) does not dier by more
than
1
30
pi, we have ∠qpr < 1
30
pi. Therefore,
||q−r || = ||p−r || tan∠qpr < (1+ρ)d tan pi
30
< 1√
3
(1+ρ)d.
In other words, Zf intersets Rρ. Similarly, Zf in-
tersets Lρ. The small normal variation ondition
C2(N(I)) implies that there are no other intersetions
with the edges of ∂Nρ(I).
2. Let the points of intersetion of Zf and Rρ(e) and
Lρ(e) be q and s, respetively. Then there is a point
on Zf at whih ∇f is perpendiular to qs. Sine the
angle of qs and the vertial diretion is at most
artan
(1 + ρ)/8
1+ ρ
= artan
1
8
<
pi
25
,
it follows from the small normal variation ondition
C2(I) that the gradient of f at any point of Nρ(I)
makes an angle of at most
pi
25
+ pi
15
< pi
10
with the
vertial diretion. This rules out multiple interse-
tions with the vertial edges of ∂Nρ(I). It also im-
plies that Zf lies above the polyline qms, where m
is the intersetion of the line through q with slope
tan
pi
10
and the line through s with slope − tan pi
10
.
Therefore, all points of Zf lie at distane at most
1
4
(1 + ρ)d + 1
2
(1 + ρ)d tan pi
10
< ρd from the line
through e, so Zf does not interset the edges of
∂Nρ(I) parallel to e.
3.3 Towards an algorithm
After the rst subdivision step, we have onstruted
a nite set B of boxes, all of the same size, suh that
C0(I) ∧ C1(N(I)) ∧ C2(N(I)) holds for eah box I.
For eah grid-box I, the algorithm alls one of the
following:
 Disard(I), if it deides that I does not ontain
a solution. It marks box I as proessed.
 ReportSolution(I). It returns the ertied
pair (N1/2(I), N(I)), and marks all boxes on-
tained in N(I) as proessed.
In the latter ase a solution is found insideN1/2(I),
but, as will beome lear later, it may not be on-
tained in the smaller box I. In view of C1(I) none
of the grid-boxes in N(I) ontain a solution dierent
from the one reported, so they are marked as being
proessed.
Deisions are based on evaluation of the signs of f
and g at the verties of the grid-boxes (or at ertain
dyadi points on edges of grid-boxes). An edge of a
box is alled bihromati (monohromati) for f if
the signs of the value of f at its verties are opposite
(equal).
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Algorithm, case 1: I has a bichromatic edge
for f and a bichromatic edge for g Then Zf
and Zg interset I, and, aording to Lemma 3.2,
part 1, both urves interset the boundary of N1/2(I)
transversally in exatly two points. For eah of the
two points in ∂N1/2(I) the algorithm omputes an
isolating interval|alled an f-interval|on ∂N1/2(I)
of length
1
2
d tan 1
2
α(I). The two g-intervals are om-
puted similarly. If the f- and g-intervals are not
interleaving, there is no solution of (1) in box I|
even though there may be a solution in N1/2(I)|and
Disard(I) is alled. This follows from Lemma 3.2,
part 2. If the intervals are interleaving, then there is a
point of intersetion inside N1/2(I), so the algorithm
alls ReportSolution(I).
Algorithm, case 2: I contains no bichromatic
edge for f (g), and at least one bichromatic
edge for g (f, respectively) We only onsider
the ase in whih all edges of I are monohromati
for f. Then the algorithm also evaluates the sign of f
at the verties of the box N1/2(I). If N1/2(I) has no
disjoint bihromati edges (as in the fourth and fth
onguration of Figure 7), the isourve Zf does not
interset I, so the algorithm alls Disard(I). To
deal with the remaining ase, in whih N1/2(I) has
two disjoint bihromati edges (as in the sixth on-
guration in Figure 7) we need to evaluate the sign of
f at ertain dyadi points of these bihromati edges,
followed from Lemma 3.3. By evaluating the signs
of f at the (dyadi) endpoints of the interval Lρ(e)
and Rρ(e) the algorithm deides whether they on-
tain a point of intersetion with Zf. If at least one of
these intervals is disjoint from Zf, then Disard(I)
is alled. Otherwise, the algorithm omputes isolat-
ing f- and g-intervals of length 1
2
d tan 1
2
α(I). As in
ase 1, the algorithm alls ReportSolution(I) if
these intervals are interleaving, and Disard(I) oth-
erwise.
Algorithm, case 3: all edges of I are monochro-
matic for both f and g Again, let e be the
Figure 7: Sign patterns of the box N1/2(I) enlosing
the grid-box I with monohromati edges for f. The
three top ongurations are ruled out by the small
normal variation ondition C2(I). The fourth, fth
and sixth onguration are all possible, but only in
the sixth situation Zf may interset the inner box.
(unique) edge of I losest to the edge ofN1/2(I) whih
is monohromati for f, at whose verties the sign of
f is the opposite of the sign of f at the verties of I.
Edge e ′ of I is dened similarly for g.
Case 3.1: e = e ′. In this ase Zf or Zg does not
interset I. Indeed, if Zf intersets I, it intersets e
in at least two points, so there is a point p ∈ Zf at
whih ∇f(p) is perpendiular to e. Condition C1(I)
guarantees that ∇g is nowhere parallel to ∇f(p), so
Zg does not interset e, and, hene, does not inter-
set I. Therefore, Disard(I) is alled.
Case 3.2: e 6= e ′. If Zf does not interset
Lρ(e) or Rρ(e), or if Zg does not interset Lρ(e
′)
or Rρ(e
′), then, as in ase 2, the algorithm alls
Disard(I). Otherwise, Lρ(e) or Rρ(e) are isolat-
ing f-intervals whih are disjoint from the isolating
g-intervals Lρ(e
′) or Rρ(e ′). If e and e ′ are per-
pendiular, then these f- and g-intervals are inter-
leaving, and, hene, ReportSolution(I) is alled.
Otherwise, there is no solution in I, so Disard(I)
is alled.
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Refinement: disjoint surrounding boxes We
would like distint isolating boxes I, J to have disjoint
surrounding boxes N(I), N(J). There is a simple way
to ensure this: we just use the prediate C1(N(I))
to instead of C1(I) in the above subdivision proess.
Then, if the interior of N(I)∩N(J) is non-empty, we
an disard any one of I or J.
4 Isolating boxes for sinks,
sources and saddles
In a rst step, desribed in Setion 3, we have on-
struted ertied disjoint isolating boxes B
′
1 . . . ,B
′
m
the singular points of ∇h in the domain D of h. Let
D∗ be the losure of D \ (B
′
1 ∪ · · · ∪ B
′
m). Obviously,
D∗ is a ompat subset of R2.
In a seond step towards the onstrution of the
MS-omplex, we rene the saddle-, sink- and soure-
boxes. In Setion 4.1 we show how to augment eah
saddlebox by omputing four arbitrarily small dis-
joint intervals in its boundary, one for eah interse-
tion of a stable or unstable separatrix with the box
boundary. Subsequently, in Setion 4.2, we show how
to onstrut for eah soure or sink of ∇h (minimum
or maximum of h) a box on the boundary of whih
the gradient eld is pointing outward or inward, re-
spetively. These boxes are ontained in the soure-
and sinkboxes onstruted in the previous setion,
but are not neessarily axes-aligned.
4.1 Refining saddle boxes: Isolating
separatrix intervals
To ompute disjoint ertied separatrix intervals we
onsider wedge shaped regions with apex at the sad-
dle point, enlosing the unstable and stable manifolds
of the saddle point. Even though the saddle point is
not known exatly, we will show how to determine
ertied intervals for the intersetion of these wedges
and the boundary of a saddle box.
First we determine the eigenvalues and eigenve-
tors of the Hessian of h at a point (x0, y0) in the
interior of the saddlebox I|its enter point, say|
and onsider these as good approximations to the
eigenvalues and eigenvetors of the Hessian, i.e., the
linear part of ∇h, at the saddle point. Let H be the
Hessian, i.e.,
H =
(
hxx hxy
hxy hyy
)
, (3)
and let H0 be the Hessian evaluated at (x0, y0). The
eigenvalues λu and λs of H
0
are given by
λu =
1
2
(h0xx + h
0
yy +
√
(h0xx − h
0
yy)
2 + 4(h0xy)
2)
λs =
1
2
(h0xx + h
0
yy −
√
(h0xx − h
0
yy)
2 + 4(h0xy)
2),
and the orresponding eigenvetors are
Vu =
(
h0xy
λu − h
0
xx
)
, Vs =
(
h0xx − λu
h0xy
)
. (4)
The singular point is a saddle, so we have λs < 0 <
λu. Sine H
0
is a symmetri matrix, its eigenvetors
are orthogonal. More preisely,
Vs =
(
−Vu2
Vu1
)
= Rpi/2(V
u).
Here Rα denotes ounterlokwise rotation over an
angle α. Therefore,
||Vs || = ||Vu ||, and det(Vu, Vs) = ||Vu ||2. (5)
The stable and unstable eigenvetors Vs and Vu are
good approximations of the tangent vetors of the
stable and unstable manifolds of the saddle point.
These invariant manifolds are ontained in wedge-
shaped regions, whih are dened as follows.
Definition 4.1. Let the (orthogonal) vetors Vu
and Vs be the stable and unstable eigenvetors of
the Hessian of h at the enter of a saddle box
I, and let β ∈ (0, pi
8
). The unstable wedge Cuβ is
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the set of points in the surrounding box N(I) at
whih the (unsigned) angle between ∇h and Vu
is at most β. See Figure 8. Similarly, the stable
wedge Csβ is the set of points in the surrounding
box N(I) at whih the (unsigned) angle between
∇h and Vs is at most β.
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Figure 8: The unstable wedge Cuβ enlosing the un-
stable separatrix, and the stable wedge Csβ enlosing
the stable separatrix. The gradient vetor eld ∇h,
represented by solid arrows, is transversally pointing
inward along the boundary of the unstable wedge,
and outward along the boundary of the stable wedge.
At points of the unstable wedge boundary Γuβ ∪ Γu−β
the vetor eld Xβ is parallel to V
u
or −Vu, so ∇h
makes an angle −β with Vu or −Vu there.
The saddle point belongs to both the stable and the
unstable wedge. Sine Vu and Vs are orthogonal,
and 0 < β < pi
8
, this is the only ommon point of the
stable and unstable wedge.
Conditions We now introdue additional ondi-
tions, whih guarantee that eah of the wedge-
boundaries onsist of two regular urves, f
lemma 4.2. In fat, these onditions guarantee that
Cuβ and C
s
β are really wedge-shaped. Fix a > 1,
and let δ > 0 be an arbitrarily small onstant (to
be speied later). At the point (x0, y0) we have
HVu = λuV
u
, HVs = λsV
s
, so N(I) an be taken
small enough to guarantee that the following ondi-
tion is satised at all points of N(I):
Condition I(a, I). At every point of the box N(I)
the following inequalities hold:
1
a
λu · ||Vu || ≤ ||HVu || ≤ aλu · ||Vu ||,
1
a
|λs| · ||Vs || ≤ ||HVs || ≤ a|λs| · ||Vs ||.
At the point (x0, y0) we also have 〈HVu, Vu〉 =
λu||V
u ||2, 〈HVs, Vs〉 = λs||Vs ||2, and 〈HVs, Vu〉 =
0. Therefore, for any δ > 0, the box N(I) an be
taken small enough suh that the following ondition
holds:
Condition II(δ, I). At every point of the box N(I)
the following inequalities hold:
〈HVu, Vu〉 ≥ 1
2
λu ||V
u ||2 (6)
〈HVs, Vs〉 ≥ 1
2
|λs| ||V
u ||2 (7)
|〈HVs, Vu〉| ≤ δ ||Vu ||2 (8)
Sine H is symmetri, (8) also implies |〈HVu, Vs〉| ≤
δ ||Vu ||2.
On the boundary of Cuβ the gradient eld makes a
(signed) angle ±β or pi ± β with Vu, or, in other
words, X±β is (anti)parallel to Vu. Again, Xβ is the
vetor eld obtained by rotating ∇h over an angle
β. So let Γu±β be the urve along whih the vetor
eld X±β is (anti)parallel to the unstable eigenvetor
Vu. Then the boundary of the unstable wedge is the
union of the two urves Γuβ and Γ
u
−β. The urve Γ
u
β is
dened by the equation
ψuβ(x, y) := det(V
u, Xβ(x, y)) = 0. (9)
Obviously, the saddle point lies on Γuβ . The funtion
ψu−β is dened similarly.
Similarly, the boundary of the stable wedge is the
union of urves Γs±β, along whih the vetor eld X±β
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is (anti)parallel to Vs. The urves Γs±β are dened by
the equation
ψs±β(x, y) := det(V
s, X±β(x, y)) = 0.
The following tehnial result provides omputable
upper bounds for the angle variation of the normals
of the boundary urves of the stable and unstable
wedges.
Lemma 4.2. Let ω1 ∈ (0, pi4 ) (to be speied
later), let a > 1, and let I be suh that Condi-
tion I(a, I) holds. Let 0 < β < pi
4
and δ > 0 suh
that
sinβ ≤ sinω1
4a2
√
2
min(
∣∣ λs
λu
∣∣, ∣∣λu
λs
∣∣), (10)
δ ≤ sinω1
8a
min(|λs|, |λu|), (11)
δ ≤ tanβ
4
min(|λs|, |λu|). (12)
If Condition II(δ, I) also holds, then at any point
of N(I)
pi
2
−ω1 ≤ angle(∇ψuβ, Vu) <
pi
2
< angle(∇ψu−β, Vu) ≤
pi
2
+ω1.
(13)
and
pi
2
−ω1 ≤ angle(∇ψsβ, Vs) <
pi
2
< angle(∇ψs−β, Vs) ≤
pi
2
+ω1.
(14)
In partiular, the angle variation of any of the
gradients ∇ψu±β and ∇ψs±β over N(I) is less than
2ω1.
Proof. We only show that the angle variation of∇ψuβ
over N(I) is less than 2ω1. Sine
Xβ = hx
(
osβ
sinβ
)
+ hy
(
− sinβ
osβ
)
,
the funtion ψuβ satises ψ
u
β = Aβ hx+Bβ hy, where
Aβ = det(V
u,
(
osβ
sinβ
)
) and Bβ = det(V
u,
(
− sinβ
osβ
)
),
so(
Aβ
Bβ
)
=
(
osβ sinβ
− sinβ osβ
)(
−Vu2
Vu1
)
= (osβ)Vs+(sinβ)Vu.
Therefore,
∇ψuβ =
(
hxx hxy
hxy hyy
)(
Aβ
Bβ
)
= osβ (HVs)+sinβ (HVu).
(15)
Condition I(a, I) implies that HVu 6= 0 and HVs 6=
0, and {HVu, HVs} are independent vetors, at all
points of N(I), so the gradient of ψuβ is nonzero at
every point of N(I), so Γuβ is a regular urve.
Expression (15) for ∇ψuβ implies that
||∇ψuβ ||2 = os2 β ||HVs ||2+2 sinβ osβ 〈HVs, HVu〉+sin2 β ||HVu ||2.
Using the Cauhy-Shwarz inequality
|〈HVs, HVu〉| ≤ ||HVs || · ||HVu || and the fat
that β > 0 we get
||∇ψuβ ||2 ≥ os2 β ||HVs ||2 − 2 sinβ osβ ||HVs || · ||HVu ||
+ sin2 β ||HVu ||2
= os2 β
(
||HVs ||− ||HVu || tanβ
)2
(16)
Sine sinβ ≤ sinω1
4a2
√
2
∣∣ λs
λu
∣∣
and 0 < β < pi
4
, it follows
from Condition I(a, I) that
||HVu || tanβ ≤ aλu ||Vu || sinβ√
2
<
|λs|
2a
||Vu ||.
Using Condition I again we get
||HVs ||−||HVu || tanβ ≥ |λs|
a
·||Vu ||− |λs|
2a
||Vu || =
|λs|
2a
||Vu ||.
In view of (16) we get, using osβ ≥ 1√
2
:
||∇ψuβ || ≥
|λs|
2a
√
2
||Vu ||. (17)
Expression (15) for ∇ψuβ also implies that
〈∇ψuβ, Vu〉 = osβ 〈HVs, Vu〉+ sinβ 〈HVu, Vu〉
= osβ〈HVu, Vu〉 ( 〈HV
s, Vu〉
〈HVu, Vu〉 + tanβ).
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Condition II and (12) imply
∣∣ 〈HVs, Vu〉
〈HVu, Vu〉
∣∣ ≤ 2δ
λu
≤ 1
2
tanβ.
Sine β > 0, this implies 〈∇ψuβ, Vu〉 > 0 on N(I).
Aording to Condition II we have |〈HVs, Vu〉| ≤
δ ||Vu ||2, whereas the Cauhy-Shwarz inequality im-
plies |〈HVu, Vu〉| ≤ ||HVu || · ||Vu || ≤ aλu||Vu ||2.
Therefore,
0 ≤ 〈∇ψuβ, Vu〉 ≤ (δ osβ+ aλu sinβ) ||Vu ||2.
Together with (17) this implies
〈 ∇ψ
u
β
||∇ψuβ ||
,
Vu
||Vu ||
〉 ≤ 2a
√
2
|λs|
(δ osβ+ aλu sinβ)
Given the upper bounds (11) for δ and (10) for sinβ,
we get
2a
√
2
|λs|
δ osβ ≤ 4a
|λs|
δ ≤ 1
2
sinω1 and
2a
√
2
|λs|
aλu sinβ ≤ 12 sinω1.
Therefore,
0 < 〈 ∇ψ
u
β
||∇ψuβ ||
,
Vu
||Vu ||
〉 ≤ sinω1 = os(pi2 −ω1)
At all points of N(I) we then have
pi
2
−ω1 ≤ angle(∇ψuβ, Vu) <
pi
2
.
Sine Vu is onstant, the angle variation of ∇ψuβ over
N(I) does not exeed 2ω1.
The main result of this subsetion states that,
under suitable onditions, the intersetion of the
boundary of a saddle box and the stable and un-
stable wedges an be omputed. Moreover, at all
points of these intersetions the gradient vetor eld
is transversal to the boundary of the saddle box, and,
even stronger, at these points there is a omputable
positive lower bound for the angle of the gradient
vetor eld and the boundary of the saddle box.
Corollary 4.3. Let a and ω1 be onstants suh
that a > 1, and ω1 =
1
3
artan
1
2
. Let β ∈ (0,ω1)
and δ > 0 suh that (10), (11) and (12) hold.
If I is a saddle box with onentri surrounding
box N(I) satisfying Condition I(a, I) and Condi-
tion II(δ, I), then
1. The saddle point is the only ommon point of
the stable wedge Cuβ and the unstable wedge
Csβ.
2. The gradient vetor eld ∇h is transversal at
points on the boundary of these wedges, dif-
ferent from the saddle point: on the boundary
of the unstable wedge it points inward, exept
at the saddle point, and on the boundary of
the stable wedge it points outward, exept at
the saddle point.
3. The unstable wedge Cuβ ontains the unstable
separatries of the saddle point, and the stable
wedge Csβ ontains the stable separatries.
4. The unstable wedge intersets the boundary of
N(I) in two intervals, alled the unstable in-
tervals. Similarly, the stable wedge intersets
the boundary of N(I) in two intervals, alled
the stable intervals. These four intervals are
disjoint, and the unstable and stable intervals
our alternatingly on the boundary of N(I).
At eah point of a stable or unstable inter-
val the (unsigned) angle between ∇h and the
boundary edge ontaining this point is at least
ω1. Moreover, there are omputable isolating
intervals for eah stable and unstable inter-
val.
Proof. 1. If p ∈ Cuβ ∩ Csβ, then ∇h(p) makes an
angle β ∈ (0, pi
4
) with both Vu and Vs. There-
fore, ∇h(p) = 0, sine these vetors are orthogonal.
Hene, p is a singular point of ∇h inside N(I), whih
is the saddle point.
2. Reall from Lemma 4.2 that 〈∇ψuβ, Vu〉 is positive
on N(I). Let p be the saddle point of ∇h in I. Sine
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Xβ is parallel to V
u
on one omponent of Γuβ \{p}, and
parallel to −Vu on the other omponent, it follows
that Xβ is pointing into the unstable wedge along
both omponents. See again Figure 8. Sine ∇h is
obtained by rotating Xβ over −β, and X−β over β,
also ∇h is pointing into the unstable wedge. Simi-
larly, 〈∇ψu−β, Vu〉 is negative along both omponents
of Γu−β \ {p}, so ∇h is also pointing into the unstable
wedge along eah of these omponents.
A similar argument shows that ∇h is pointing out-
ward along eah of the boundary omponents of the
stable wedge Csβ, exept at the saddle point.
3. The seond part of the lemma implies that the un-
stable wedge is forward invariant under the ow of
the gradient vetor eld ∇h. In partiular, it on-
tains the unstable separatries of the saddle point.
Similarly, the stable wedge Csβ is bakward invari-
ant, so it ontains the stable separatries of the sad-
dle point.
4. Suppose Γuβ intersets an edge e of the surrounding
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Figure 9: Lower bound on angle of intersetion of Γuβ
and the boundary of the surrounding box N(I).
box at a point q, see Figure 9. We rst show that the
angle of ∇h(q) and e is bounded away from zero. To
see this, observe that there is a point s ∈ Γuβ at whih
∇ψuβ(s) is perpendiular to pq. Therefore, the angle
between ∇ψuβ(s) and the normal of e is at least ω0,
where ω0 = artan
1
2
= 3ω1.
The angle between Vu and ∇ψuβ lies in the interval
[pi
2
−ω1,
pi
2
), f Lemma 4.2, so the angle between Vu
and e is at least ω0 −ω1 = 2ω1.
At any point of Cuβ the angle between∇h and Vu is
at most β|by the denition of Cuβ|so at any point
of ∈ Cuβ ∩ e the angle between ∇h and e is at least
2ω1 − β ≥ ω1.
To nd isolating intervals for the intersetion of the
stable and unstable wedges with the boundary of the
surrounding box N(I), we ompute isolating intervals
for the intersetion of eah of the four urves ψu±β =
0,ψs±β = 0 with this boudary. The normal to eah
of the urves ψu±β = 0 makes an angle of at least
pi
2
−
4ω1 with eah of the urves ψ
s
±β = 0. This follows
from (13) and (14), and the fat that Vu and Vs are
perpendiular. Sine ω1 =
1
3
artan
1
2
< pi
20
, so the
angle between eah of the urves ψu±β = 0 and eah
of the urves ψs±β = 0 is at least
pi
2
−4 pi
20
= 3pi
10
, whih
is bounded away from zero. Therefore, the method
of Setion 3 provides suh isolating intervals.
As will beome lear in the ertied onstrution
of the MS-omplex, we need to be able to provide er-
tied separatrix intervals of arbitrarily small width,
without rening the saddle box:
Lemma 4.4. Let I be a separatrix box satisfying
the onditions of Corollary 4.3. Then the isolat-
ing separatrix intervals in the boundary of N(I)
an be made arbitrarily small.
The proof of this result is rather tehnial. For a
sketh we refer to B.
4.2 Refining boxes for maxima and
minima
To onstrut the MS-omplex, the algorithm needs
to determine when an unstable (stable) separatrix
will have a given maximum (minimum) of h as its
ω-limit (α-limit). For eah maximum (minimum)
the algorithm determines a ertied box suh that
the gradient vetor eld points inward (outward) on
the boundary of the box. Unfortunately, we annot
16
always hoose an axis-aligned box, as will beome
lear from the following example.
Let h(x, y) = −5x2 − 4xy − y2, then the origin is
a sink of the gradient vetor eld
∇h(x, y) =
(
−10x − 4y
−4x− 2y
)
.
This vetor eld is horizontal along the line y = −2x,
whih intersets the horizontal edges of every axis
aligned box entered at the sink (0, 0). In other
words, the vetor eld is not transversal on the
boundary of any suh box.
However, there is a box aligned with (approxima-
tions) of a pair of eigenvetors of the linear part of the
gradient vetor eld at (or, near) its singular point,
for whih the vetor eld is transversal to the bound-
ary. To see this, we rene the sink-box to obtain three
onentri axis aligned boxes J1 ⊂ J2 ⊂ J3, suh that
(i) the edge length of Ji, i = 2, 3, is three times the
edge length of Ji−1, and
(ii) the sink is ontained in the inner box J1. See also
Figure 10. Moreover, let V1 and V2 be the (orthog-
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onal) eigenvetors of the Hessian matrix H0 at the
enter of the boxes. These eigenvetors, orrespond-
ing to the eigenvetors λ1 and λ2, are omputed as
in Setion 4.1, f (4).
We require that
(iii) the gradients of the two funtions ψ1 and ψ2,
dened by
ψi(x, y) = 〈∇h(x, y), Vi〉, i = 1, 2,
have small angle variation over the outer box J3. This
ondition is made preise in Lemma 4.5 below. Note
that
∇ψi(x, y) = H(x, y)Vi, (18)
where H(x, y) is again the Hessian matrix of h at
(x, y). Sine this matrix is non-singular, we an nd
a triple of boxes J1 ⊂ J2 ⊂ J3, satisfying onditions
(i), (ii) and (iii), suh that H(x, y) is nearly onstant
over the outer box (again, this is made preise in
Lemma 4.5). In partiular, ∇ψi is nearly parallel to
Vi, sine H
0Vi = λiVi. Now onstrut boxes I1 and
I2, whih are the smallest boxes enlosing J1 and J2,
respetively, with edges parallel to V1 or V2.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose on the outer box J3 the fol-
lowing onditions hold:
1. ||HVi || ≥ 12 |λi| · ||Vi ||, for i = 1, 2;
2. |〈HV1, V2〉| = |〈HV2, V1〉| ≤ 14 ||V1 ||2 artan 12 .
Then the gradient vetor eld is transversal to the
boundary of I2.
Proof. The seond ondition limits the variation of
the angle of ∇ψi = HVi and the basis vetors V1 and
V2 over J3. Using this bound, we use the same ar-
guments as in Setion 3, applied to the pair of boxes
I1, I2, to show that the urve ψi(x, y) = 0 does not
interset the edges of I2 perpendiular to Vi. There-
fore, ψi = 〈∇h, Vi〉 is nowhere zero on these edges,
so ∇h is nowhere tangent to these edges. Therefore,
I2 is the desired sink box, on the boundary of whih
∇h is pointing inward. In other words, if an unsta-
ble separatrix intersets the boundary of this box, the
part of the separatrix beyond this point of interse-
tion lies inside the sink-box. Certied soure-boxes
are onstruted similarly.
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5 Isolating funnels around sep-
aratrices
If the forward orbits of the endpoints of an unsta-
ble separatrix interval have the same sink of ∇h as
ω-limit, these forward orbits bound a region around
the unstable separatrix leaving the saddle box via
this unstable segment. This region is alled a fun-
nel for the separatrix (this terminology is borrowed
from [16℄).
In this setion we provide the details of the on-
strution of a ertied funnel for eah separatrix.
First we show, in Setion 5.1 how to onstrut two
polylines per separatrix interval those are andidates
for the funnel around the orresponding separatrix.
Then, in Setion 5.2, we introdue the notion of
width of a funnel, and derive upper bounds for its
growth. These upper bounds are the ingredients for a
ertied algorithm omputing these funnels. The al-
gorithm omputes the Morse-Smale omplex by pro-
viding disjoint ertied funnels for eah stable and
unstable separatrix. The proof of orretness and
termination is presented in Setion 5.3.
5.1 Construction of fences around a
separatrix
Let Xϑ be the vetor eld obtained by rotating the
vetor eld X = ∇h over an angle ϑ, i.e.,
Xϑ =
(
osϑ − sin ϑ
sinϑ osϑ
)(
hx
hy
)
.
We ompute an isolating funnel for the forward or-
bit of ∇h through a point p by enlosing it between
(approximations of) the forward orbits of Xϑ and X−ϑ
through p. See Figure 11.
Small angle variation We rst determine some
bounds on the angle variation of the gradient vetor
eld ∇h over D∗. We subdivide the region D∗ into
square boxes over whih the angle variation of ∇h is
at most ϑ, where ϑ is to be determined later. Let
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Figure 11: Orbits of the rotated vetor elds Xϑ and
X−ϑ through a point p enlose the forward orbit of
∇h through p. On the right polygonal lines approx-
imating these orbits.
w be the edge length of the boxes. If X = (f, g) is
a vetor eld on R2, then the angle variation over a
regular urve Γ is given by [2, Setion 36.7℄:∫
Γ
gdf− f dg
f2 + g2
.
If X = ∇h, this angle variation is equal to∫
Γ
(hxhxy − hyhxx)dx + (hxhyy − hyhxy)dy
h2x + h
2
y
.
Let C0 and C1 be onstants suh that
max
D∗
∣∣∣∣hxhxy − hyhxxh2x + h2y
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C0 and max
D∗
∣∣∣∣hxhyy − hyhxyh2x + h2y
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C1.
(19)
Then the angle variation over a urve Γ is less than∫
Γ
(C0 dx+ C1 dy) ≤ (C0 + C1) length(Γ).
This inequality provides an upper bound for the max-
imal angle variation over a square box:
Lemma 5.1. Let C0 and C1 satisfy (19). Then
the total angle variation over a square box in D∗
with edge length w does not exeed (C0+C1)w
√
2.
The grid boxes have edge length w suh that the
angle variation of ∇h over any box in D∗ is less than
ϑ.
Lemma 5.2. Let 0 < ϑ < pi
2
, and let the grid boxes
in D∗ have width w satisfying
w ≤ ϑ
(C0 + C1)
√
2
. (20)
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Then the following properties hold.
1. The angle variation of ∇h over any gridbox is
less than ϑ.
2. Let p be a point on an edge of a gridbox, and
let qϑ be the point on the boundary of the gridbox
into whih Xϑ(p) is pointing, suh that the line
segment pqϑ has diretion Xϑ(p). The point q−ϑ
is dened similarly. See Figure 12. Then ∇h is
pointing rightward along pqϑ and leftward along
pq−ϑ.
3. The funtion h is stritly inreasing on the line
segments from p to qϑ and from p to q−ϑ.
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Proof. The rst laim follows from Lemma 5.1, using
the fat that the diameter of a grid box is w
√
2.
With regard to the seond laim, the small an-
gle variation ondition implies that the orientation
of {∇h(q), Xϑ(p)} does not hange as q ranges over
I. Sine this orientation is positive for q = p, it is
positive for all q ∈ I. Similarly, the orientation of
{∇h(q), X−ϑ(p)} is negative for all q ∈ I. Therefore,
the seond laim also holds.
At a point r of the line segment pq±ϑ the dire-
tional derivative of h in the diretion of this line seg-
ment is 〈∇h(r), X±ϑ(p)〉, whih is positive sine the
angle between ∇h(r) and X±ϑ(p), is less than ϑ, and
ϑ < pi
2
. This proves the third part.
Fencing in the separatrices For eah isolating
unstable separatrix interval J on the boundary of a
saddle box we onstrut two polylines L−ϑ(J) and
Lϑ(J) as follows. The initial points of these polylines
are the endpoints of J, q− and q+, where q− omes
before q+ in the ounterlokwise orientation of the
boundary of the saddle box. The polyline Lϑ(J) is
uniquely dened by requiring that its verties q+ =
p0, p1, . . . , pn lie on grid edges, with the property
that
1. The line segment pi−1pi, 0 < i ≤ n, lies in
a (losed) grid box of D∗, and has diretion
Xϑ(pi−1).
2. pn, the last vertex, lies on the boundary of D
∗
.
The polyline L−ϑ(J) is dened similarly, with the ob-
vious hanges: its initial vertex is q−, and eah edge
has diretion equal to the value of the vetor eld X−ϑ
at the initial point of this edge. The polylines L±ϑ(J)
are alled fenes of the (unique) unstable separatrix
of ∇h interseting J.
It is not hard to see that that a grid box ontains
at most two onseutive edges of eah of these poly-
lines, but it is not obvious a priori that eah box
annot ontain more than two edges of eah polyline
in total. It follows from the next result that the in-
tersetion of a grid box with any of these polylines is
onneted, and, hene, that these polylines are nite.
The following results states that, when walking
along the polylines Lϑ and L−ϑ in the diretion of
inreasing h-values, eah grid box is passed at most
one.
Lemma 5.3. Let I be a box suh that the angle
variation of ∇h over the surrounding box N(I) is
at most ϑ. Then the intersetion of Lϑ(J) and
I (L−ϑ(J) and I) is either empty or a onneted
polyline (onsisting of one or two segments).
Proof. Let q be a point at whih Lϑ(J) leaves I, i.e.,
the segment of Lϑ(J) ending at q lies inside I and the
segment qr beginning at q lies outside I. Let p be
a point on the boundary of I at whih h attains its
maximum value M.
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Figure 13: The value of h at the point where polyline
Lϑ(J) leaves the surrounding box N(I) is greater than
the maximum value of h on I.
Case 1: p is a vertex of I, inident to the edge of
I ontaining q.
See Figure 13, top row. Let l be the line through the
edge of I ontaining q, let α be the angle between
l and ∇h(p), and let β be the angle between l and
the segment of Lϑ(J) with initial point q. The angles
α and β are both positive, sine p is a vertex of I.
The angle between ∇h(p) and ∇h(q) is at most ϑ,
sine the angle variation of ∇h over I is less than ϑ.
Therefore, |α− β| ≤ 2ϑ.
Let pp0 and pp1, with p0 and p1 on the boundary
of N(I), be the line segments that make an angle of
pi
2
− ϑ with ∇h(p). Sine the angle variation of ∇h
over N(I) is at most ϑ, the value of h at any point of
these line segments is at leastM. We shall prove that
the onneted omponent of Lϑ(J) ∩N(I) ontaining
q intersets one of the line segments pp0 and pp1.
First assumeα ≥ ϑ. Then the line segment pp0 lies
in the grid box J ontaining segment qr of Lϑ(J). If
r lies on an edge of J inident to p, then qr intersets
pp0. So assume r lies on the edge of J ontained in
the boundary of N(I) (Figure 13, leftmost piture).
Let s be the point of intersetion of the line through
pp0 and the line through qr. This point lies on the
same side of l as p0 and r, sine ∠p0pq =
pi
2
− α +
ϑ < pi
2
and ∠pqr = β ≤ pi
2
. Furthermore, ∠psq =
pi − (pi
2
− α + ϑ) − β ≥ pi
2
− ϑ > pi
4
. Therefore, x lies
inside N(I), in other words, qr intersets pp0 also in
this ase.
Now onsider the ase α < ϑ. Then p0 lies on
the side of N(I) parallel to the line through p and q.
Furthermore, β ≤ α+2ϑ < 3ϑ < 3pi
40
, so Lϑ(J) `leaves'
N(I) at a point t on the side of N(I) perpendiular to
the line through p and q. See Figure 13, rightmost
piture. It follows that the part of Lϑ(J) between q
and t intersets pp0. In partiular, h(t) > M.
Case 2: p is not a vertex of I, inident to the edge
of I ontaining q. Then either p is a vertex of I, not
inident to the edge of I, ontaining q, as in Fig-
ure 13, bottom-left piture, or p lies on the relative
interior of an edge of I, as in Figure 13, bottom-right
piture.
In this ase ∇h(p) is nearly vertial, as are the
edges of Lϑ(J). Similarly, the line segments pp0 and
pp1 are nearly horizontal, so Lϑ(J) intersets pp0.
The details are similar to those of Case 1 of this proof.
If the endpoints of the fenes Lϑ(J) and L−ϑ(J) lie
on the same onneted omponent of the boundary
of D∗, then these fenes split D∗ into two onneted
regions. See Figure 14. In this ase, the region on-
taining the separatrix interval J in its boundary is
alled the funnel of J (with angle ϑ) denoted by
Fϑ(J). Its boundary onsists of J, the two fenes
Lϑ(J) and L−ϑ(J), and a urve J
∗
on the boundary of
∂D∗ onneting the endpoints of these fenes. If the
funnel is simply onneted, it ontains the part of the
unstable separatrix through J lying inside D∗, whih
enters the funnel through J and leaves it through J∗.
Note that J∗ is a urve either on the outer boundary
of D∗ or on a sink box.
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Figure 14: Fenes around a separatrix γ. If the fenes
end in the same onneted omponent of the bound-
ary of D∗, then they enlose a funnel (top right pi-
ture). If the funnel is simply onneted, it isolates the
separatrix from the soure-, sink- and saddle-boxes
(bottom piture).
Similarly, eah stable separatrix interval has two
fenes (for an angle ϑ). If the endpoints of these
fenes lie on the same onneted omponent of ∂D∗,
the enlosed region is again alled a funnel for the
stable separatrix interval. Our goal is to onstrut
disjoint, simply onneted funnels for the stable and
unstable separatrix intervals. If these funnels are dis-
joint, then they form, together with the sink boxes,
soure boxes and saddle boxes, a (fattened) Morse-
Smale omplex for ∇h.
It is intuitively lear that a funnel Fϑ(J) is sim-
ply onneted if ϑ, the length of the separatrix in-
terval J, and the edge length w of the grid boxes
are suÆiently small. The next subsetion presents
omputable upper bounds on these quantities, guar-
anteeing that the endpoints of two fenes of a sepa-
ratrix interval lie on the same boundary omponent.
It is then easy to hek whether the enlosed funnel
is simply onneted.
5.2 Controlling the width of the fun-
nel
If the width of a funnel is suÆiently small, in a
sense to be made more preise, it enloses a simply
onneted region in D∗. The width of a funnel is,
roughly speaking, the number of grid boxes between
its bounding fenes in the vertial diretion, in re-
gions where the fenes are nearly horizontal, and in
the horizontal diretion, in regions where the fenes
are nearly vertial. To dene the width of a funnel
more preisely, we distinguish quasihorizontal and
quasivertial parts of a funnel, and show that the
width of a funnel does not inrease substantially at
transitions between these quasihorizontal and qua-
sivertial parts.
Quasihorizontal and quasivertical parts of a
funnel A nonzero vetor v = (v1, v2) is alled
quasihorizontal if |v2| ≤ 2|v1|, and quasivertial
if |v1| ≤ 2|v2|. Note that eah nonzero vetor is
quasihorizontal, quasivertial, or both. Consider a
subdivision of D∗ into boxes of equal width, where
non-disjoint boxes share either an edge or a vertex.
A horizontal ε-strip is the union of a sequene of
boxes where suessive boxes share a vertial edge,
suh that the horizontal edge of the retangle thus
obtained has length at most ε. A vertial ε-strip is
dened similarly. An ε-box is a square box with edge
length at most ε whih is the union of a number of
boxes. Two polygonal urves L+ and L− form an ε-
funnel if there is a set Hε of horizontal ε-strips, a set
Vε of vertial ε-strips, and a set Bε of ε-boxes suh
that the following holds:
1. The verties of L− and L+ lie on the edges of the
grid-boxes; L− intersets a grid box in at most
one vertex or in at most one edge; the same holds
for L+;
2. Both L− and L+ lie in the union of the retangles
in Hε, Vε and Bε;
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3. An edge of L± ontained in a horizontal ε-strip
is quasi-vertial, and an edge ontained in a ver-
tial ε-strip is quasihorizontal. Moreover, nei-
ther L+ nor L− interset the vertial sides of a
horizontal ε-strip, or the horizontal sides of a
vertial ε-strip. Eah ε-strip and eah ε-box is
interseted by both polylines.
4. Either L− or L+ intersets an ε-box in exatly
one of its edges, whih is ontained in a grid box
at the orner of the ε-box. This single edge is
either quasivertial or quasihorizontal (but not
both). If this edge is quasihorizontal (quasiver-
tial), all edges of the other polyline inside the
ε-box are quasihorizontal (quasivertial) as well
{ and possibly also quasivertial (quasihorizon-
tal). The other polygonal urve intersets the
same edges of the ε-box, eah in exatly one
point, and is disjoint from the other edges of
the ε-box.
See also Figure 15.
We determine ϑ > 0 later, but for now we assume
that
ϑ ≤ pi
40
. (21)
We start with a simple observation.
Lemma 5.4. Let L be a polyline with quasihori-
zontal edges and with verties on the edges of a
grid with edge length w satisfying (20). If L lies
in a vertial strip of width w, where eah of the
vertial lines bounding the strip ontains one of
its endpoints, then L intersets at most three grid
boxes ontained in this vertial strip.
A similar property holds for a polyline with qua-
sivertial edges interseting a horizontal strip.
Proof. We only prove the rst part, in whih L lies
in a vertial strip and has quasihorizontal edges. The
slope of the line segment onneting the endpoints of
L does not exeed the maximum slope of any of the
edges of L, so this slope is at most artan2. Hene the
projetion of this line segment on any of the vertial
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Figure 15: A funnel formed by two polylines overed
by two vertial ε-strips, one ε-box and three horizon-
tal ε-strips. Here ε is six times the width of a grid
box. L+ intersets the ε-box in a single edge, whih
is quasivertial but not quasihorizontal. All edges
of L− inside the ε-box are quasivertial as well (and
some of them are also quasihorizontal).
lines bounding the strip has length at most 2w, so it
intersets at most three boxes.
The next result shows that the width of a funnel
does not grow substantially at a transition between
a quasihorizontal and a quasivertial part. We take
ε > 0 suh that the angle variation of ∇h over a
box with edge length ε is at most pi
20
. Again, by
Lemma 5.1, this is guaranteed by taking
ε ≤ pi
20(C0 + C1)
√
2
. (22)
Lemma 5.5. Let J be an ε-box interseted by both
L−ϑ and L+ϑ, with an edge e whih ontains the
initial vertex of both L−ϑ ∩ J and L+ϑ ∩ J. Assume
that at least one of the polylines has an edge whih
is either quasihorizontal or quasivertial, but not
both. Then both polylines interset the boundary
of J in exatly two points, and there is an edge e ′
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of J, adjaent to e, ontaining the terminal ver-
ties of both L−ϑ ∩ J and L+ϑ ∩ J. See Figure 15.
Proof. Assume that L+ϑ has an edge e+ whih is
quasivertial but not quasihorizontal. We rst show
that all edges of L+ϑ are quasivertial (and possibly
quasihorizontal). The angle between e+ and the hor-
izontal diretion is at least artan 2, whih is greater
than
pi
4
+ pi
10
. Sine the slope of e+ is the slope of
the vetor eld Xϑ at the initial vertex of e+, and
the angle variation of Xϑ over J is at most
pi
20
, the
slope of Xϑ at any point of J is at least
pi
4
+ pi
20
. Sine
the slope of an edge of L+ϑ is the slope of Xϑ at the
initial vertex of this edge, we onlude that all edges
of L+ϑ are quasivertial.
All edges of L−ϑ are also quasivertial (and pos-
sibly quasihorizontal). To see this, observe that the
slope of an edge of L−ϑ is the slope of X−ϑ at the
initial vertex of this edge, and, hene, the slope of
Xϑ at this initial vertex, minus 2ϑ. In other words,
the slope of any edge of L−ϑ is at least
pi
4
+ pi
20
− 2ϑ.
Sine ϑ ≤ pi
40
, this slope is at least
pi
4
. Therefore, all
edges of L−ϑ are quasivertial.
The polylines L+ϑ and L−ϑ do not interset the
edge of J opposite e, sine then at least one of the
edges of these polylines would have a slope less than
pi
4
. Let e ′ be the edge ontaining the endpoint of
Lϑ(J)∩J. Then e ′ is adjaent to e. Given the bounds
on the slope variation of the edges of the polylines,
it is easy to see that
(i) the endpoint of Lϑ(J) is the only point of this
polyline on e ′;
(ii) the endpoint L−ϑ ∩ J also lies on e ′, and this is
the only point of this polyline on e ′;
(iii) none of the polylines intersets the edge opposite
e ′.
This onludes the proof of Lemma 5.5.
Growth of the width of quasihorizontal and
quasivertical funnel parts The width of the fun-
nel may grow exponentially in the number of grid
boxes it is traversing. The next result gives an upper
bound for the growth of this width. Even though the
bounds are onservative, they provide the tools for
the onstrution of ertied funnels for all separatri-
es.
A gridbox is alled quasihorizontal (quasiverti-
al) if it ontains a point at whih ∇h is quasihori-
zontal (quasivertial). Again, a gridbox may be both
quasihorizontal and quasivertial.
An integral urve of ∇h in a quasihorizontal grid-
box [x0, x1] × [y0, y1] is the graph of a funtion
x 7→ y(x), where y(x) is a solution of the dieren-
tial equation
y ′(x) = F(x, y(x)), (23)
y(x0) = y0,
where F(x, y) =
hy(x, y)
hx(x, y)
. Here x ranges over the full
interval [x0, x1] if y0 ≤ y(x) ≤ y1. Otherwise, the
range of x is restrited to a suitable maximal subin-
terval [ξ0, ξ1], suh that (ξ0, y(ξ0)) and (ξ1, y(ξ1))
are points on the boundary of the gridbox. Simi-
larly, a trajetory of Xϑ in a quasihorizontal gridbox
[x0, x1]× [y0, y1] is the graph of a funtion x 7→ y(x),
where y(x) is a solution of the dierential equation
dy
dx
= Fϑ(x, y), (24)
with
Fϑ(x, y) =
hx(x, y) sin ϑ+ hy(x, y) osϑ
hx(x, y) osϑ− hy(x, y) sin ϑ
.
Similarly, a trajetory of X−ϑ is the graph of a
funtion y 7→ x(y), where x(y) is a solution of the
dierential equation
dx
dy
= Gϑ(x, y),
with
Gϑ(x, y) =
1
Fϑ(x, y)
=
hx(x, y) osϑ− hy(x, y) sinϑ
hx(x, y) sinϑ + hy(x, y) osϑ
.
Here y ranges over the full interval [y0, y1] if x0 ≤
x(y) ≤ x1, or a suitable maximal subinterval other-
wise.
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The union of all quasihorizontal gridboxes in D∗ is
denoted by D∗
qh
, and the union of all quasivertial
gridboxes by D∗
qv
.
Even though the width of a funnel may grow ex-
ponentially in the number of grid boxes it traverses,
this growth is ontrolled. To this end, we introdue
several omputable onstants that only depend on
the funtion h and (the size of) its domain D∗. Let
A
qh
, A
qv
, B
qh
, B
qv
, C
qh
and C
qv
be positive on-
stants suh that
max
(x,y)∈D∗
qh
|F(x, y)| ≤ A
qh
, max
(x,y)∈D∗
qv
|G(x, y)| ≤ A
qv
,
max
(x,y)∈D∗
qh
|
∂F
∂x
(x, y)| ≤ B
qh
, max
(x,y)∈D∗
qv
|
∂G
∂y
(x, y)| ≤ B
qv
,
max
(x,y)∈D∗
qh
|
∂F
∂y
(x, y)| ≤ C
qh
, max
(x,y)∈D∗
qv
|
∂G
∂x
(x, y)| ≤ C
qv
.
Note that
Fϑ(x, y)−F(x, y) =
(hx(x, y)
2 + hy(x, y)
2) sin ϑ
hx(x, y)2 osϑ− hx(x, y)hy(x, y) sinϑ
.
Let M
(1)
qh
be a dyadi number suh that
max
(x,y)∈D∗
qh
∣∣∣∣hy(x, y)hx(x, y)
∣∣∣∣ ≤M(1)qh . (25)
Take ϑ
qh
∈ (0, 1
2
pi) suh that tanϑ
qh
≤ 1
2M
(1)
qh
. Fi-
nally, let M
(2)
qh
be a onstant suh that
max
(x,y)∈D∗
qh
∣∣∣∣hx(x, y)2 + hy(x, y)2hx(x, y)2 osϑqh
∣∣∣∣ ≤M(2)qh . (26)
Taking M
qh
=
M
(2)
qh
2M
(1)
qh
, we have, for |ϑ| ≤ ϑ
qh
:
max
(x,y)∈D∗
qh
|Fϑ(x, y) − F(x, y)| ≤Mqh sin ϑ. (27)
Similarly, there are (omputable) onstantsM
qv
and
ϑ
qv
suh that
max
(x,y)∈D∗
qv
|Gϑ(x, y) − G(x, y)| ≤Mqv sin ϑ, (28)
for |ϑ| ≤ ϑ
qv
. Finally, let the onstants c0, c1 and ϑ0
be dened by
c0 = 2max(Cqh +AqhBqh, Cqv +AqvBqv) (29)
c1 = max(
1
2M
qh
K
qh
,
1
2M
qv
K
qv
) (30)
ϑ0 = max(ϑqh, ϑqv). (31)
The next result provides an upper bound for the
growth of the funnel width along a quasihorizontal
part of its bounding polylines. We assume that the
funnel runs from left to right, so its initial points are
on the line with smallest x-oordinate. If the funnel
runs from right to left, a similar result is obtained.
Lemma 5.6. Let yϑ,w, y−ϑ,w : [a, b]→ [c, d] be the
pieewise linear funtions the graphs of whih are
quasihorizontal parts of the polylines Lϑ and L−ϑ
for a grid with edge length w, respetively. Let ∆
be an upper bound for the distane of the initial
points of these polylines, i.e.,
|yϑ,w(a) − y−ϑ,w(a)| ≤ ∆.
Then the width of the fene, bounded by Lϑ and
L−ϑ, is bounded:
|yϑ,w(x)−y−ϑ,w(x)| ≤ ∆eCqh(x−a)+(c0w+c1 sinϑ) e
C
qh
(x−a) − 1
C
qh
.
Proof. Let y±ϑ(x) be the exat solution of the ro-
tated system with initial ondition y±ϑ(a). In par-
tiular, |yϑ(a) − y−ϑ(a)| ≤ ∆. Then (27) implies∣∣dy±ϑ
dx
(x)−F(x, y±ϑ(x))
∣∣ = ∣∣F±ϑ(x, y±ϑ(x)−F(x, y±ϑ(x))∣∣ ≤Mqh sin ϑ.
Therefore, aording to the Fundamental Inequal-
ity [16, Theorem 4.4.1℄|See also A|we have
|yϑ(x)−y−ϑ(x)| ≤ ∆eCqh(x−a)+2Mqh sinϑ
C
qh
(eCqh(x−a)−1).
(32)
The interval [a, b] is subdivided into a nite number
of subintervals of length at most w, where the end-
points orrespond to the x-oordinates of the break-
points of the fenes Lϑ and L−ϑ. Let yϑ,w be the Eu-
ler approximation to the ordinary dierential equa-
tion (24). Its graph is (a quasihorizontal) part of the
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fene Lϑ. Theorem 4.5.2 in [16℄|See also A|gives
the following expliit bound for the error in Euler's
method:
|yϑ,w(x)−yϑ(x)| ≤ w Bqh + AqhCqh
C
qh
(eCqh(x−a)− 1).
(33)
We get a similar inequality for the Euler approxima-
tion y−ϑ,w of y−ϑ. Combining (32) and (33), and
using (29) and (30), yields
|yϑ,w(x) − y−ϑ,w(x)| ≤ ∆eCqh(x−a)+
2(w(B
qh
+A
qh
C
qh
) +M
qh
sin ϑ)
eCqh(x−a) − 1
C
qh
= ∆eCqh(x−a) + (c0w+ c1 sin ϑ)
eCqh(x−a) − 1
C
qh
.
A similar result holds for quasivertial trajetories.
Next we need to ontrol the inrease of the funnel
width upon transition from a quasihorizontal to a
quasivertial part its bounding polylines (or from a
quasivertial to a quasihorizontal part).
Transitions: bounded increase of funnel width
Transition from a quasihorizontal to a quasivertial,
or from a quasivertial to a quasihorizontal part of
the funnel takes plae at an ε-box. If the width of
the funnel at the `entry' of the box is less than the
width w of a grid box, then the width may inrease,
but it will not be greater than 2w at the exit. This
is made more preise by the following result.
Lemma 5.7. Let J be a ε-box as in Lemma 5.5,
where, moreover, the initial points p and q of Lϑ∩
J and L−ϑ ∩ J, respetively, are on the boundary
of the gridboxes ontaining the verties of edge e
of J. If the distane between p and q is at least
w, then the distane between the terminal points
p and q of Lϑ ∩ J and L−ϑ ∩ J, respetively, is
less than the distane of p and q. If the distane
between p and q is less than w, then the distane
of p and q is at most 2w.
Proof. Assume that the rst edge of Lϑ is quasiver-
tial, but not quasihorizontal. Edge e of J is then
vertial. Assume that this polyline onsists of a sin-
gle edge, namely the line segment pp. Let β+ be the
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Figure 16: The distane between the two polylines
upon entry and exit of a box. Left: If the distane d
between the initial points p and q of the polylines is
less than the edge-length w of a grid box, then the
distane d between the terminal points p and q is less
than 2w. Right: Otherwise, the distane d between
the terminal points is less than d.
angle between pp and edge e, then artan 1
2
≤ β+ ≤
ϑ + artan 1
2
. Let β− be the angle between the line
segment qq and edge e, then β− is inbetween the
smallest and largest slope of any edge of L−ϑ. Sine
the angle variation of X over J is less than pi
20
, the
angle β− is greater than β+ −
pi
20
. Let a be the dis-
tane of p to the nearest vertex of e, then a ≤ w. If
d ≥ w, the distane d between p and q satises
d = (d+ a) tanβ− − a tanβ+
≤ d tan(β+ + pi20 ) + a (tan(β+ + pi20 ) − tanβ+)
< 3
4
d+ 1
4
a
≤ d,
sine a ≤ w ≤ d. Here we used tanβ+ ≤ 12 to get
tan(β++
pi
20
) =
tanβ+ + tan
pi
20
1− tanβ+ tan
pi
20
≤
1
2
+ tan pi
20
1− 1
2
tan
pi
20
≤ 3
4
.
Sine artan
1
2
− pi
40
≤ artan 1
2
− ϑ ≤ β+ ≤ artan 12 ,
a short omputation shows that tan(β+ +
1
20
pi) −
tanβ+ <
1
4
.
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If d < w, then q lies in the same gridbox as p, or in
a gridbox adjaent to it. Then it is easy to see that p
lies in the same grid box as p, and q also lies in this
box, or in a box adjaent to it. Therefore, d ≤ 2w in
this ase.
If L−ϑ onsists of a single edge, then the argument is
similar.
Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 provide the following result
on the upper bound on the funnel width of a separa-
trix with M transitions between quasihorizontal and
quasivertial parts.
Corollary 5.8. Let T be the (omputable) edge
length of a bounding square of the domain D of
the funtion h), and let M be the total num-
ber of quasihorizontal and quasivertial parts of
the polylines bounding a separatrix funnel. Let
C = max(C
qh
, C
qv
) and let D = min(C
qh
, C
qv
).
Then the width of the funnel does not exeed
(c1ϑ+ c2w)
eCMT
D
,
provided ϑ ≤ ϑ0 where c2 = 2+ c0
D
, with c0 and c1
given by (29) and (30), respetively.
In partiular, this width is at most ε if
c1ϑ+ c2w ≤ D
eCMT
ε. (34)
Proof. Let D∗ ⊂ [a, b] × [c, d], then T ≤ max(b −
a, d − c). There are M − 1 transitions from quasi-
horizontal to quasivertial parts of the funnel, eah
ourring at an ε-box. Let ∆0 be the width of the ini-
tial separatrix interval, and let ∆1, . . . , ∆M−1 be the
width of the funnel at the entry of the orresponding
boxes, in other words, ∆k is the width at the end of
the k-th part of the funnel. Using indution, we will
prove that, for k = 1, . . . ,M:
∆k ≤ 2wekCT + c0w+ c1 sin ϑ
D
(ekCT − 1). (35)
So assume (35) holds for k = n − 1. If ∆n−1 >
w, the initial width of the n-th part of the funnel
does not exeed ∆n−1, f Lemma 5.7. Assume that
the n-th part of the funnel is quasihorizontal, then
Lemma 5.6 implies that the width of this part at a
point with horizontal oordinate x is at most
∆n−1 e
C
qh
(x−a) + (c0w+ c1 sin ϑ)
eCqh(x−a) − 1
C
qh
,
so in partiular, sine D ≤ C
qh
≤ C and 0 ≤ x− a ≤
T :
∆n ≤ ∆n−1 eCT + c0w+ c1 sin ϑ
D
(eCT − 1).
Therefore, (35) holds for k = n. If ∆n−1 ≤ w, then
the initial width of the n-th part of the funnel is
at most 2w, f Lemma 5.7. Therefore, Lemma 5.6
implies that the width of this part at a point with
horizontal oordinate x is at most
2weCqh(x−a) + (c0w+ c1 sin ϑ)
eCqh(x−a) − 1
C
qh
,
so in partiular
∆n ≤ 2weCT + c0w+ c1 sinϑ
D
(eCT − 1)
≤ 2wenCT + c0w+ c1 sinϑ
D
(enCT − 1),
Therefore, for n =M, we have
∆M ≤ (c1 sin ϑ+ c2w)e
CMT − 1
D
≤ (c1ϑ+ c2w) e
CMT
D
,
whih proves the orollary.
Remark 5.9. The omputable onstants
ϑ0, c1, c2, C and D depend only on D
∗
and h.
✷
In the next setion, we assemble the bits and piees
into a ertied algorithm for the onstrution of the
MS-omplex, and show how the upper bounds on the
funnel width are used to prove that this algorithm
terminates.
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5.3 Construction of the MS-complex
The Algorithm The onstrution of the MS-
omplex of h is a rather straightforward appliation
of the preeding results. It uses a parameterM, the
(a priori unknown) number of transitions (at ε-boxes)
between quasihorizontal and quasivertial parts of a
funnel. Let T be the edge length of a bounding square
of the domain D of h. Then the algorithm performs
the following steps.
Step 1. Construt ertied isolating boxes
B ′1, . . . ,B
′
m for the singularities of ∇h (f Se-
tion 3).
Step 2. Let D∗ be the losure of D \ (B ′1 ∪ · · · ∪
B ′m). Compute the onstants ϑ0, c1, c2, C and
D, whih depend only on h and D∗. Set ε to the
minimum of the width of the soure-, sink- and
saddleboxes.
Step 3. Let ϑ and w be suh that w ≤ ϑ
2C0
√
2
,
ϑ ≤ min( pi
40
, ϑ0), and c1ϑ + c2w ≤ εDe−CMT
(f Corollary 5.8). Subdivide D∗ until all grid-
boxes have maximum width w. For eah sad-
dle box, ompute four separatrix intervals on its
boundary, of width at most w.
Step 4. For eah stable and unstable separatrix in-
terval do the following. Start the omputation
of a funnel for a separatrix by setting M to a
small number M0 (say 4). Compute the fenes
L−ϑ and Lϑ, keeping trak of the width of the
enlosed funnel under onstrution and of the
number m of transitions between quasihorizon-
tal and quasivertial parts of this funnel.
If the width of the funnel exeeds ε or the
number of transitions m exeeds M, then
abort the omputation of the urrent funnel, dis-
ard all funnels onstruted so far, setM to twie
its urrent value and goto Step 3.
If the funnel intersets an already onstruted
funnel, or a soure- or sinkbox on whih it
does not terminate (i.e., if only one of its fenes
intersets this box), then set ε to half its urrent
value, disard all funnels onstruted so far, and
goto Step 3.
If the funnel intersets a saddlebox B ′i, then
derease the size of B ′i by a fator of two via
subdivision, disard all funnels onstruted so
far, set ε to half its urrent value, and goto Step
2. (Note that D∗ gets larger, so the onstants in
Step 2 have to be reomputed.)
Otherwise, the fenes end on the same ompo-
nent of the boundary of ∂D∗. The enlosed fun-
nel is simply onneted, and does not interset
any of the funnels onstruted so far. Add the
funnel to the output, and resetM toM0 (and re-
peat until all separatries have been proessed).
5.4 Termination
Sine the gradient eld ∇h is a 2D Morse-Smale sys-
tem, its separatries are disjoint. Their intersetions
with D∗ are ompat, and have positive distane (al-
though this distane is not known a priori). In the
main loop of the algorithm, the maximal funnel width
ε is biseted if funnels interset, and saddleboxes in-
terseted by the funnel are subdivided, so after a -
nite number of iterations of the main loop its value
is less than half the minimum distane between any
pair of distint separatries, and funnels stay lear
from saddleboxes (apart from the one ontaining the
α- or ω-limit of the enlosed separatrix).
Separatries that interset ∂D do so transversally,
f Remark 2.1. Therefore, after a nite number of
subdivision steps, both fenes around suh separa-
tries will interset ∂D transversally. Hene, eventu-
ally all funnels beome disjoint, at whih point the
algorithm terminates after returning a topologially
orret MS-omplex for ∇h.
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6 Implementation and experi-
mental results
The algorithm has been implemented using the Boost
library [1℄ for IA. All experiments have been per-
formed on a 3GHz Intel Pentium 4 mahine under
Linux with 1 GB RAM using the g++ ompiler, ver-
sion 3.3.5. Figures 1(a)-(b) and 17(a)-(b) depit the
output of our algorithm, for several Morse-Smale
funtions. In our implementation the parameter ϑ,
used in the onstrution of separatrix-funnels, is
pi
30
,
whih is larger than the theoretial bound given by
Corollary 5.8. The algorithm halves this angle sev-
eral times, depending on the input, until the funnels
are simply onneted, mutually disjoint, and onnet
a saddle-box to a soure-box (for stable separatries)
or sink-box (for unstable separatries), in whih ase
a topologially orret MS-omplex has been om-
puted. Eah of the funnels with deep blak bound-
aries ontains an unstable separatrix, whereas a fun-
nel with light blak boundaries ontains a stable sep-
aratrix. The CPU-time for omputing a MS-system
inreases with the number of ritial points and the
omplexity of the vetor eld, as indiated in the
aptions of the gures.
7 Conclusion
The outome of our researh is two-fold. Firstly,
we ompute the topologially orret MS-omplex of
a Morse-Smale system. The orret saddle-sink or
saddle-soure onnetivity an also be represented as
a graph, whih is of speial interest from dierent
appliation point of view. On the other hand, de-
pending on a user-speied width of funnel one an
ompute a geometrially lose approximation of the
MS-omplex. We give the proof of onvergene of our
algorithms. Although the omplexity of the given al-
gorithm depends on the input funtion and the om-
plexity of the interval arithmeti library used in the
algorithm. As we disussed some of the separatri-
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(a) Contour plot (left) and MS-Complex (right) of
h(x, y) = −10 x2 + x4 + 10 y2 − y4 + x + xy2, on the box
[−4, 3.5] × [−4, 3.5]. CPU-time: 11 seonds.
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(b) Contour plot (left) and MS-omplex (right) of a prod-
ut of seven linear funtions, on the box [−7, 7]× [−7, 7].
CPU-time: 11.5 minutes.
Figure 17: Contour plots of MS-funtions and their
Morse-Smale omplexes.
es inside a bounding box B may have disontinuous
omponents. The algorithm we propose here is able
to ompute only the part of the separatries whih
are onneted to the orresponding saddle. Therefore
one open question is how to ompute all the ompo-
nents of separatries inside a bounding box.
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A Mathematical results used in
the text
Error in Euler’s method. Error bounds for ap-
proximate solutions of ordinary dierential equation
play a ruial role in the onstrution of ertied fun-
nels for separatries. We quote the relevant parts of
the book [16℄.
Fundamental Inequality [16, Theorem 4.4.1].
Consider the dierential equation
dy
dx
= F(x, y)
on a box B = [a, b]× [c, d], and let C be a onstant
suh that
max
(x,y)∈B
|
∂F
∂y
(x, y)| ≤ C.
If y1(x) and y2(x) are two approximate pieewise
dierentiable solutions satisfying
|y ′1(x) − F(x, y1(x))| ≤ ε1,
|y ′2(x) − F(x, y2(x))| ≤ ε2
for all x ∈ [a, b] at whih y1(x) and y2(x) are dif-
ferentiable, and if, for some x0 ∈ [a, b]
|y1(x0) − y2(x0)| ≤ δ,
then, for all x ∈ [a, b]
|y1(x) − y2(x)| ≤ δeC|x−x0| + ε e
C|x−x0| − 1
C
,
where ε = ε1 + ε2.
The well-known Euler method for onstruting ap-
proximate solutions to ordinary dierential equations
is also useful for the onstrution of ertied strips.
It proeeds as follows. For a given initial position
(x0, y0), dene the sequene of points (xn, yn) by
xn = xn−1 + η = x0 + nη
yn = yn−1 + η F(xn−1, yn−1),
30
as long as (xn, yn) ∈ B. Then the Euler approxi-
mate solution yη(x) through (x0, y0) with step η is
the pieewise linear funtion the graph of whih joins
the points (xn, yn), so
yh(x) = yn + (x− xn) F(xn, yn) for x ∈ [xn, xn+1].
The following result states that the Euler approxi-
mate solution onverges to the atual solution as the
step tends to zero, and gives a bound for the error.
Error in Euler’s method [16, Theorem 4.5.2].
Consider the dierential equation
dy
dx
= F(x, y)
on a box B = [a, b]×[c, d], where F is a C2-funtion
on B. Let the onstants A, B and C satisfy
max
(x,y)∈B
|F(x, y)| ≤ A, max
(x,y)∈B
|
∂F
∂x
(x, y)| ≤ B, max
(x,y)∈B
|
∂F
∂y
(x, y)| ≤ C.
The deviation of the Euler approximate solution
yη with step η from a solution y of the dierential
equation with |y(a) − yη(a)| ≤ ∆ satises
|yη(x) − y(x)| ≤ ∆eC|x−a| + η (B+AC) e
C|x−a|−1
C
,
for all x ∈ [a, b].
The preeding result also holds if, as in the urrent
hapter, η is not the exat step, but an upper bound
for a possibly varying step.
B Narrowing separatrix inter-
vals
We rst sketh the algorithm for narrowing the sepa-
ratrix intervals. To this end we subdivide the box I,
and hene the box N(I), yielding a nested sequene
of boxes I = I0 ⊃ I1 ⊃ . . ., with surrounding boxes
N(I) = N(I0) ⊃ N(I1) ⊃ . . ., suh that
1. width(In+1) =
1
2
width(In)
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Figure 18: Zooming in on the saddle point by subdi-
vision.
2. the saddle point p is ontained in box In, for all
n.
See Figure 18. Let s be the x-oordinate of the sad-
dle point p, and let bn be the x-oordinate of the
rightmost vertial boundary edge of N(In). Let wn
be the width of In, and let cn be the x-oordinate of
its enter. Then bn = cn +
3
2
wn, and wn+1 =
1
2
wn.
Sine then b = b0 > b1 > . . ., sine
bn+1 = cn+1+
3
2
wn+1 ≤ cn+14wn+34wn = bn−12wn.
Sine |cn − s| ≤ 12wn, we get
wn ≤ bn − s ≤ 2wn. (36)
Consider the forward integral urves of the vetor
eld ∇h through the points of intersetion q±n of the
line x = bn and the boundary urves Γ
u
±β. See Fig-
ure 19. These urves interset the rightmost edge of
N(I) in two points bounding an interval Jn on this
edge. Arbitrarily good approximations of these in-
tegral urves are obtained as follows. Let ϑn be (an
upper bound on) the maximum angle variation of ∇h
over any of the boxes of the n-th subdivision of N(I).
Sine h is C2, the angle variation is a Lipshitz fun-
tion, so limn→∞ ϑn = 0. In partiular, the rotated
vetor elds X±ϑi onverge to ∇h. We onstrut an
upper fene with angle
1
2
ϑn for the upper integral
urve, and a lower fene with angle −1
2
ϑn for the
lower integral urve. See also Setion 5.1 for the on-
strution of a fene. These fenes are disjoint, sine
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the angle variation of ∇h over a grid box is less than
ϑn.
Sine limn→∞ bn = s, f (36), the points q
±
n on-
verge to the saddle point. Therefore, the intervals
J0 ⊃ J1 ⊃ . . ., ontained in the intersetion of the
unstable wedge Cuβ and the rightmost vertial edge
of N(I), onverge to the intersetion of the unstable
separatrix and the rightmost vertial edge of N(I).
PSfrag repla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Figure 19: Narrowing separatrix intervals
A proof of Lemma 4.4 an be given along the lines
of [9, page 330℄ or [8, Chapter 3.6℄. Rather than
giving a omplete proof we give an example illustrat-
ing the main ideas. Consider the funtion h(x, y) =
1
2
λu x
2 + 1
2
λs y
2
, with λs < 0 < λu. The gradient
vetor eld is given by ∇h(x, y) = (λux, λsy)T . Ob-
viously, the origin is a saddle point, with positive
eigenvalue λu and negative eigenvalue λs, and eigen-
vetors (1, 0)T and (0, 1)T , respetively. The unsta-
ble one of this saddle point is bounded by the urves
Γu±β, dened impliitly by ψ
u
±β(x, y) = 0, where
ψu±β(x, y) = det(V
u, Xβ(x, y))
=
∣∣∣∣∣1 (λu osβ) x∓ (λs sinβ)y0 (λu sinβ) x± (λs osβ)y
∣∣∣∣∣
= (λu sinβ) x± (λs osβ)y.
Therefore, the equation of Γu±β is y = ±ax, with
a = −(tanβ)λu
λs
> 0. Let the right vertial edge of
I be on the line x = b, b > 0, and onsider a point
q+ = (ξ, a ξ), with 0 < ξ < b, on the boundary
urve Γuβ of the unstable one. The integral urve of
∇h through q+ satises the dierential equation
dy
dx
= Λ
y
x
,
with initial ondition y(ξ) = aξ, where Λ =
λs
λu
< 0.
Therefore,
y(x) = aξ
(x
ξ
)Λ
.
The integral urve through q+ intersets the right-
most edge of I in the point (b, δ(ξ)), where
δ(ξ) =
abΛ
ξΛ−1
.
Similarly, the integral urve through q− =
(ξ,−aξ) ∈ Γu−β intersets the rightmost edge of I
in the point (b,−δ(ξ)). Now let ξ range over the
sequene b0, b1, . . .. Then the interval Jn has end-
points (bn,±δ(bn)), so its width is 2δ(bn). In view
of (36), with s = 0, we have
2
abΛ
wΛ−1n
≤ width(Jn) ≤ 2 ab
Λ
(2wn)Λ−1
.
In other words, with K = 1−Λ > 1 and c = abΛwK0 ,
c
(
1
2
)Kn ≤ width(Jn) ≤ 2K c (12)nK
Hene,
width(Jn+2) ≤ 1
2K
width(Jn).
Sine K > 1, after two subdivision steps the size of
the separatrix interval redues by more than a fa-
tor two. Hene interval arithmeti provides an arbi-
trarily good approximation of the intersetion of the
unstable separatrix and the boundary of the saddle
box. A similar observation holds for the intersetion
of the other separatries and the boundary of their
saddle box.
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